Caution

Component List

Check before the installation
_This product is only for indoor use. Please do not use this product outside.
_Please install this product beyond the children’ s / people in need of supervision’ s reach.
_Please do not disassemble or convert this product for the safety reason.
_In case of calculating the withstand weight for Tension Rod, please include the weight of this
product as 1kg (2.2lb).
_Maximum 2 sets of Shelf Board could be attached on 1 set of Tension Rod.
_This product cannot be attached on the Tension Rod with Small Round Cap.

Shelf Board x 1 piece

Check after the installation
_Please do not put stuffs beyond the indicated withstand weight nor make a strong impact on this
product to prevent the Shell Board from damaged or dropped. Also, put the load with well-balanced on
the Shelf Board. (The indicated withstand weight is the result of our withstand weight test in our
laboratory and not the figure to guarantee.)
_This product is only for indoor use. Please do not use this product outside.
_If holding up or pulling this product, the Shelf Board could be dropped down or tension rod could come
off to hurt the human body as well as damage the floor.
_Please do not drape or put hazardous materials, valuables, fragile items or dangerous items on /
around this product.
_In case the Back Wall / Tension Rod is scrubbed by Shelf Support Fitting, there might be a flaw / taint
attached on them.
_At the time of location change of this products, please remove all the stuffs on the Shelf Board ahead.
_Please do not install this product near fire, near heat source, at high temperature, outdoors, in direct
sunlight, at high humidity space, bathroom or place to get water. (They could be the cause of the
deterioration / rust of this product.)
_Please regularly inspect whether there is a deformation, damage or crack during the usage of this
product. If abnormality is found, please stop to use this product immediately.
_As for the taints on wood, please wipe off with a damp soft cloth after wiring out and then, wipe off with
a dried cloth.
_Adherence of Aromatic substance, refresher, cosmetics, hair dressing, acid detergent, alkali
detergent, oil solution or organic solvent (benzene, thinner) to this product would be a cause of the
property change / degradation. In case such the material attach to this product, please clear it
immediately.
_No guarantee against damage or accident from the Force Majeure such as nature hazard, aged
deterioration or improper usage.
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Shelf Board: Plywood, Urethane Coating
Clasp: Steel / Epoxy Powder Coating
Resin Portion: EVA
Screw: Steel / Thin Coating

Prepared Hole

Shelf Support Fitting x 2 sets

Manual Instruction

Screw x 8 pieces

Cushion Rubber

*Please check that all the components are included. It is easier to
assemble by setting out these components before assembling.

Installation

For Tension Rod A & B only (Horizontal Use only)
Cross slot screwdriver is required to assemble this
product
*Pleas do not use the electric screwdriver.

Indoor Use only

Assembling Method
Position screw holes of Shelf Support Fittings with the Prepared Holes of the
Shelf Board.
Tighten the screws with the cross slot screwdriver horizontally. (8 screws).
*Tightening beyond necessity is a cause of idling of the screw.
*Pleas do not use the electric screwdriver.

Back Wall

Back Wall

Please check that the screws of the Shelf Support Fitting is not loose.

Appearance Conditions

Touching

Prepared Hole

_In case of calculating the withstand weight for Tension Rod, please include the
weight of this product as 1kg (2.2lb).
_Maximum 2 sets of Shelf Board could be attached on 1 set of Tension Rod.
_This product cannot be attached on the Tension Rod with Small Round Cap.

As natural wood is used, there are individual difference about the wood
grain, knot, color and luster and so on.
The steal surface is matt finish in order to create a distinctive texture.
When some tips touch the surface, the surface get flawed.
Please enjoy the aging deterioration with your life.

Please check that the edges of the Large Round Caps touch the Back Wall.
In case the edges of the Large Round Caps do not touch the Back Wall, this
product cannot be used.
*This product cannot be attached to the Tension Rod with Small Round Caps.

Overhead View

Max. Withstand Weight

1kg / 2.2 lb

Installation Method

Not Touching

Hang the Shelf Support Fitting’ s hooks on Tension Rod.
*Please do not hang the Shelf Support Fitting’ s hooks by crossing large pipe
and small pipe.

Cushion Rubber
Please check that Cushion Rubbers touch the Back Wall.
Regularly, please check that the Shelf Board is horizontally installed.

